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 Multipolar World: there are particular implications 
of shifting world power relations for energy 
governance 

 

 Wider political contexts are important in 
understanding these implications 

 

 As are energy specific contexts: fixed and finite, 
national ownership of subsoil rights, growth, 
access 

 



 Look through the prism of policy paradigms 
given that they influence decision making and 
shape types of institutions 
◦ Neoliberal Economic 
◦ Geopolitics and economic nationalism 
◦ Ecological 

 
 Models of Capitalism: different institutions 
◦ Liberal market economy (limit state involvement) 
◦ State led capitalism (centralised state authority) 

 
 Unfashionable in the UK: don’t do ‘-isms’ 

 
 



 Market Liberal Moment: 
◦ Neoliberal economic ideas rise to prominence 
◦ Aims to reduce the role of the state in economy: 

privatisation and liberalisation  
◦ Unipolarity: globalise rules and norms via global 

institutions (‘market liberal institutionalism’) 

 Energy:  
◦ Commodity or service: fell down the hierarchy of objectives 
◦ UK disbanded the Department of Energy (1992) 
◦ Energy security seen as an outcome of marketisation: 

markets would deliver security 
◦ Institutionalisation of market liberal trade rules: Energy 

Charter Treaty (ECT) 
 

 But energy remained one area where countries were 
reluctant to give up sovereign control over decision-
making or to reduce support for companies 



 Unipolar to Multipolar World interesting: 
◦ Given variety of political institutions and policy paradigms in 

some emerging powers 

◦ Economic power shifts allow for more capacity to pursue non-
market liberal governance (alternative sources of finance to 
IGOs) 

 
 Energy a central component of changes: 
◦ Major importers and exporters are no longer mainly OECD 

countries: market power 
◦ Energy as vital to economy growth: developing countries 
◦ Russian, Venezuelan, Argentinian increased levels of state 

ownership: NOCs access to over 80% oil assets 
◦ Russia (and Norway) do not ratify ECT 
◦ More central role for states and state related actors in 

energy markets 



 Energy is placed back on political agendas for 
OECD countries: 
◦ Energy security returns as an issue of national 

concern 
◦ Related partly to ‘unstable suppliers’ and ‘resource 

nationalism’ (growing role of the state) 
◦ Response and political capacity building 
◦ New Energy Departments, Energy Strategies, Plans 

and Bills – energy security as objective of policy 
◦ Like 1970s dependency becomes an issue 
◦ Refocus in OECD countries on national 

competencies in energy (‘home grown’ and nuclear) 
◦ Distraction from other objectives – energy poverty 



 Interdependent world and global issues mean that 
co-ordination is still required but global institutions 
work better when based on shared rules and norms: 
build a multipolar consensus  

 Global institutions becoming more inclusive: 

◦ G8 expanding toward G20 

◦ Reform of voting quotas in IMF and World Bank 

 

 International Energy Agency (IEA):  

◦ Include China and India: new co-operation 

◦ Implies changes:  

 Will China want to subject its energy governance to 
inspection against ‘good governance’ based on market rules? 

 Distancing from OECD  

 

 



 Promoter of market liberal energy but successes 
have been related to: 
◦ The neoliberal consensus, unipolarity, and the UK as an 

‘early mover’ - could lead by example 
◦ Changes imply a different role 

 Understand multipolarity (and energy): 
◦ Move beyond promoting to knowledge building about 

other energy paradigms: improve ability to be influential 
- vital in an era of new consensus building 

 UK Energy Policy as ‘Inter-Paradigm Borrowing’: 
◦ No longer fit the market liberal, ‘good governance’ 

model: implications for ability to influence? 
◦ Need to better understand changes and complexities of 

the current UK system 
 

 

 



Geopolitics Market Climate Change 

Role of 
energy 

National and/or 
strategic assets; 
Important to GDP 
(exports and/or 
underpinning 
growth) 

Energy as a 
commodity and 
a service 

Energy policy as 
a vehicle to 
meet climate 
mitigation 
targets 

Role of 
Government 

State responsible 
for ensuring 
reliability and 
affordability of 
supply; 
Energy companies 
nationalised; 
Sovereignty 

Temporary state 
intervention 
given market 
failure;  
Market 
instruments; 
Markets 
responsible for 
delivery of 
energy services 

State to 
intervene where 
necessary to 
support 
complex 
transition and 
niche innovation 



 The European Commission’s market liberal 
preferences and policies inter-relate with: 
◦ State support for energy companies in various countries 

◦ Direct EU political support for pipelines to avoid Russia 
Notion of ‘solidarity’: integrate to form a market liberal 
Europe or to play power politics with Russia? 

 

 Dispersion of climate policy:  

 Renewable targets imply reduced sovereignty over energy mix  

 Lisbon Treaty gives formal competence to energy (DG Energy 
formed) but leaves sovereignty over energy mix 

 

 


